Introduction: thinking method is considered as a basic requirement in clinical decisions and professional competency in healthcare services. Therefore, the extant study was conducted to discover talented students and identify the role of each of the factors affecting the position of critical thinking among students of Zahedan University of Medical Sciences during 2015.

Methodology: 280 students from 7 different groups participated in this descriptive-sectional study; 40 students were selected from each group entered into the study. In this research, a questionnaire was used that its first part consisted of demographic information of students such as age, gender, etc. and the second part consisted of California Critical Thinking Skills Test (version B) including 34 point items that was designed in 5 scopes of cognitive skills of critical thinking including analysis, inference, induction, deduction, and evaluation. Collected data were analyzed through SPSS Software using independent t test.

Findings: The highest mean score of critical thinking skill obtained to 11.28±69.3 in Dentistry, University and lowest mean score obtained to 10.06±35.3 in Nursing and Midwifery University. There was a significant difference between clerks and interns in terms of mean score of critical thinking skill in scope of evaluation (P=0.001) and induction (P=0.019); in this case, medical interns had higher scores compared to clerks.

Conclusion: results showed low critical thinking skill among medical students. According to the importance of critical thinking in clinical reasoning, educational policy-makers, planners, and managers should reform educational programs, prepare the educational facilities and equipments at medical level to strengthen critical thinking among students. Keywords: Critical Thinking, Clinical Students, Medical Science.
INTRODUCTION

People have unique characteristics; for instance, they are different in terms of physical, emotional and other personal characteristics. Critical thinking is the most important variable that is different among people. Thinking method is an underlying, because life philosophy of a person is based on thinking method of that person. Thinking is the final solution of person so that the quality of life is definitely related to the quality of thinking. This point exists in either personal and social level or world level (1). In addition to individual differences, the educational system should be updated in order not to expand these differences. In general, clinical sciences and medical education should be in line with increasing transformations of the 21st century, so that the experiences obtained from the past, in particular in the 20th century, including analysis of factors affecting health, comprehensiveness of health, changes in health management system, role of technology in health, the issue of medical ethics, and medical education so that they should be organized in a way in which, graduates can solve problems, use informational sources, are familiar with technology, are self-actualize, have communicational skills and holistic attitude toward health respecting for professional ethics; to achieve such goal, the most appropriate methods should be selected to create lasting changes in thinking, attitude and performance of the learner (2). In this regard, critical thinking is a positive activity and required process for growth of society and organization. This kind of thinking is an important aspect of professional performance, in particular among clinical students and employees (3). Critical thinking is the essential part of clinical decision and professional competency (4). In fact, the use of critical thinking in clinical conditions is highly valuable so that clinical decision-making requires a proper clinical knowledge, information gathering skill, and the knowledge to adopt strategies in order to solve the problem of patient (5). Critical thinking-based decision making would increase the power of practitioners, nurses and other clinical staffs to handle critical circumstances and promote quality of health care services. Lack of critical thinking and self-confidence leads to an expanded gap between information and performance as well as the higher doubt to abilities of nurse in critical conditions (6).

Various studies have been conducted to examine critical thinking skills of students at different educational levels during the course or work environment; some of these studies indicated non-optimal level of critical thinking among students. A study showed that medical students never used critical thinking skills when facing wrong exam questions and 8.1% of them only paid attention to some faults in lesson handouts (7). Also, researches show that academic institutions have failed in their attempts to obtain critical thinking skills. A large number of students repeat courses several times per annual and some others may make fundamental changes, postpone graduation or fail in graduation due to weak academic performance that a part of it may be attributed to defects in critical thinking skills (8). Critical thinking would lead to a convenient life through making reasonable relationships between people, making decisions based on analysis of a situation or separation of optimal elements. Therefore, it can be stated that our society and world society will fail if we are not capable of recognizing the case.

This issue is highly significant and since there are few studies on different health course students considering weak critical thinking, the objective of this study is to examine the critical thinking position among students of Zahedan University of Medical Science to test if there is a significant relationship between critical thinking and each of demographic variables including education level, gender, education course, and educational major. Furthermore, summary of importance and necessity of critical thinking can be described as follows:
1. It is matched with rational properties of human such as curiosity and progress seeking.
2. Learning is based on self-learning activity.
3. It is in line with trans-industrial era and its increasing transformations.
4. It is adopted from main educational and training goals.

Nowadays, necessity of critical thinking has become a demand in universities. However, the conducted studies in this field indicate that this demand has not been satisfied in practice. Hence, the mentioned reasons may act as a barrier to learning and fostering the curiosity and progress seeking among students of society who play a vital role in realization of educational goals. Therefore, the purpose of this study is to discover talented students and identify the role of factors affecting critical thinking position among students of Zahedan University of Medical Science during 2015.

METHODS

This is analytical-descriptive and sectional study that was conducted to examine and compare critical thinking position among students of Zahedan University of Medical Science during 2015. Statistical population of the study consisted of all students in clinical science of Medical University, clinical courses of Dentistry University and students in Nursery-Midwifery and Paramedical Universities based on their majors. Sample size obtained to 280 members and since 7 different groups of 3 universities participated in the study, 40 members were selected and entered into the study out of each group using simple random sampling. Sampling method was based on multistage cluster and students of each university assigned into the sample as agents considering their number, gender and university.

Various determinant tests have been designed to identify and examine critical thinking; of that, California Critical Thinking Skills Test is the most authenticate and popular test that was employed in the present study. This questionnaire is available in the appendix.

Researcher obtained permission of education deputy of the university to determine time and place in order to fill out questionnaires; after the introduction, the researcher explained the goals of study and the correct way of
responding to questions. The required time set to 45 minutes, so that questionnaires were filling out anonymously by samples in the presence of researcher and in a calm environment. In addition, the laboratory’s majority from paramedical university and optometry major from Rehabilitation, University were added to study population. Questionnaire of this study had two parts including demographic information about students (age, gender, marital status, work experience, clinical experience, and GPA of previous semester) and the applied instrument in this study (CCTS (version B)) that its validity and reliability of Persian version had been proved (9).

This test consisted of 34 5-point items in five scopes of cognitive skills of critical thinking (analysis, inference, induction, deduction, and evaluation). This questionnaire was designed based on a public field of knowledge that is simply accessible because of natural maturity in elementary and secondary schools. Moreover, no content knowledge with an expertise in a particular field was required to respond to questions. A correct response obtained score 1 and total of correct response formed the full score. Maximum score was equal to 34 and minimum score was equal to 0; the obtained score from each part of the test varied between 0 and 16 so that scores of evaluation, analysis, inference, induction and deduction obtained for 14, 16, 14, 11, and 9, respectively.

Collected data were analyzed through SPSS Software using ANOVA and independent t tests.

**RESULTS**

Of 206 participants, 64 members (31.06%) were from University Of Medicine, 21 members (10.19%) from Dentistry University, 57 members (27.66%) from Nursery-Midwifery University and 64 members (31.06%) from Paramedical University. According to demographic information on population, 13.62% were educating in PhD and 86.37% were educating in BA degree. 2-member groups were compared using an independent t-test and more than 2-member groups were compared using ANOVA test.

Mean of the total score of critical thinking in the University of Medicine obtained to 14.07±25.4, in Dentistry University obtained to 11.28±69.3, in Paramedical University obtained to 12.06±95.2 and in the Nursery-Midwifery University obtained to 10.06±35.3. According to the result of the statistical ANOVA test, there was a significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking in different scopes and universities (P=0.0001).

Table 1 indicates results of comparison between mean scores of students in different scopes of critical thinking and their relations to each university.

According to the result of the statistical ANOVA test in table 1, there was a significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking skills considering scopes of analysis (P=0.001), inference (P=0.0001), deduction (P=0.019) and induction (P=0.0001) in different universities; in this regard, University of Medicine obtained the highest score level and Nursery-Midwifery University obtained the lowest score level. According to the result of ANOVA test, there was not any significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking in scope of evaluation in different universities (P=0.109).

Table 2 indicates comparison between mean scores of medical students considering different scopes of critical thinking and their relation to training and internung courses. According to the result of the Independent t-Test in table 2, there was a significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking skill among clerkships and interns considering scopes of evaluation (P=0.0001) and induction (P=0.019); in this case medical interns obtained higher scores compared to clerkships.

According to the result of the Independent t-Test, there was not any significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking skill of interns and clerkships considering scopes if analysis (0.978) and inference (0.464).

| Table 1. Mean scores of students in different scopes of critical thinking in each university |
|---------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
|                                 | Medicine        | Dentistry       | Nursery-Midwifery | Paramedical     |
| Mean score of critical thinking skill in scope of analysis | 4.046±1.88923  | 3.190±1.50396  | 2.807±1.60844  | 3.468±1.53239  |
| Mean score of critical thinking skill in scope of evaluation | 5.187±2.06924  | 4.666±1.77012  | 4.456±1.78356  | 4.546±1.52159  |
| Mean score of critical thinking skill in scope of inference | 4.843±1.72947  | 3.428±1.93834  | 2.947±1.52855  | 4.046±1.57792  |
| Mean score of critical thinking skill in scope of deduction | 5.062±2.23873  | 4.428±2.03891  | 4.000±1.71131  | 4.687±1.50000  |
| Mean score of critical thinking skill in scope of induction | 7.406±2.18013  | 5.761±2.23394  | 5.175±2.09696  | 6.078±1.85425  |
**DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION**

According to the results of this study, there was a significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking skill in different universities considering different scopes. It should be explained that medical students and sometimes dentistry students obtained higher scores and had better critical thinking. Accordingly, it can be stated that there was a significant difference between universities considering mean scores of critical thinking in scopes of analysis, inference, deduction and induction so that medical and dentistry students had a better situation. However, it should be noted that this significance or better score of these students is not that much considerable naming it a good position. According to the comparison between majors and results of applied statistical tests, mean of total scores of critical thinking in different scopes was significantly different between majors. In this case, medical and dentistry student obtained higher scores. The last result obtained from comparison between interns and clerkships; in this case, there was a significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking skill among students educating in different majors; however, there was not a significant difference between mean scores of critical thinking considering different scopes of analysis, inference, and deduction. This indicates that the difference between increased education duration and critical thinking growth are not relatively related to each other, but researcher assumes that this minor change may be attributed to long clinical courses of medical students, numerous cases, and clinical decision that are made by these students.

In general, findings obtained from studies conducted by Khalili (2001), Hosseini and Bahrami (2002), Islami (2003), Babamohammadi and Khalili (2004), Miller (2003) indicated significant difference between critical thinking of students based on education level, educational major and gender, whereas, findings of studies conducted by Babamohamadi and Khalili (2004), Gharib et al. (2009), Mcgrass (2003) and Teper (2004) indicated no significant difference between critical thinking of students considering the mentioned variables. The most important point that is emphasized by Iranian researches is related to educational shortcomings that influence negatively on some skills; these shortcomings consist of mismatch between the lessons’ content and educational process, lack of time, repetitive lessons, traditional teaching methods, inappropriate evaluation methods, and weak evolution method of critical thinking skill. However, lack of such critical skill is not just related to Iran. Seemingly, use of traditional teaching strategies may be a reason for the weak level of critical thinking among students, educating at different levels and lack of significant statistical difference between critical thinking abilities of two studied groups. Different researchers have obtained different results about critical thinking skills among students in different majors (10-16).

Since university students benefit from implicit teachings besides official academic teachings during the education course, it is expected that critical thinking is developed during academic education. However, the results of this study and similar researches in Iran show that current teaching methods have not effectively improved critical thinking skills; hence, educational programs should be revised. Some effective measurements include changing teacher-based educational strategies for student-based strategies, reducing repetitive and non-essential lessons, making students participate in learning, raising topics for discussion in class, and moderating role of the professor as a lecturer in class. In other words, not only essential content should be taught, but also application of critical thinking skills should be taught in order to develop independent studies of students as well as their thinking power. However, correct planning and application of specific strategies can be used to teach critical thinking skills during education.

Low mean scores imply that teaching and learning strategies should be such organized to increase and strengthen thinking and criticizing the power of students (10-13).

It was found in this research that students were high ability in scope of evaluation of reasons so that this scope was in relation with the proper ability to identify proposed reasons.
in the scope of inference, consideration of evidences, and lack of personal propensity of results; on the other hand, the weakest ability was related to inference because of weak relative thinking among students and lack of usage of skill properly. Relativism helps the person to consider all aspects of a reality in his/her judgments preventing from absolute judgment and preparing person to receive more information. According to the study conducted by Islamic et al. To nursery students of Tehran University of Medical Science, the highest score of students was related to the scope of interpretation. Interpretation of subjects is based on the ability to identify presumptions and attitudes that should be guessed by the person; in their study, the lowest score was related to the scope of inference that is matched with result of our study (12). According to research results, pre-university teachings are required to improve critical thinking. In fact, this skill should be taught before university to be developed in university; therefore, infrastructural change in education system is the basic need that should be taken into account by education officials. Since job status and career success of people are affected by academic teachings, the university plays a vital role in growth of critical thinking skill. Hence, changes in curriculum and concentration on modern educational methods affects the tendency and participation of students and their ability of problem-solving through self-initiation. Clinical environment is a factor affecting growth of critical thinking among students. There are some barriers to the growth of this skill such as time limitation, large number of students, lack of facilities in sectors, lack of familiarity with modern equipment, and clinical experiences of students that are observed instead of participation. Appropriate educational environment and application of learning assist tools are underlying points that should be noted. Clinical teaching along with proper use of nursery process would lead to growth of abilities such as accuracy, inference, presumption and attitude diagnosis increasing the ability of interpretation (14-16).

RECOMMENDATION

According to the results of this study, the most common barrier to growth and development of critical thinking is the use of traditional methods in the education system and educational approach that are based on repetitive imitation. In fact, educational environment should be full of empathy, understanding and respect for each other. Personal characteristics affecting this process are interesting, motivation, self-efficacy, etc. Transformational leadership was introduced as an effective factor in higher education institutions.

In summary, some recommendations can be presented to promote these skills in medical sciences:

1. Teaching bases of critical thinking to students through curriculum, teaching in job for professors of university using critical thinking strategies.
2. Study of critical thinking at the entrance time to university and graduation in universities and recording results; in this case, results can be used to investigate evolution process of critical thinking and validation of universities.
3. Teaching students in universities through groups and discussions focusing on the development of intellectual process among students.
4. These evaluations should be done broadly in higher scales to determine the score of critical thinking in society.
5. Preventing from passive teaching methods and valuation of students based on intellectual processes for problem solving.
6. Educational planners should make some changes in headlines considering critical thinking skills during academic education even in low educational levels.
7. It is recommended using transformational management in universities considering incentive of individuals to choose an academic major, matching content of lessons with semester time, and creating safe space full of empathy to express opinions and develop critical thinking skill in an educational environment.

In conclusion, it can be stated that clinical students have low-level critical thinking skill and since this thinking method is highly important in clinical reasoning, policy makers, planners, and educational managers should strengthen critical thinking of students in medicine correcting curriculum, preparing facilities and educational environment, in particular clinical environment.
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